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Abstract

Understanding the atomistic structure of Calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H), the main product of cement hydration, is of

paramount importance to better formulate sustainable cement. The existing atomistic models are not in total agreement

with experimental results and fail to explain the nanosized nature of C-S-H. Here, we present a new approach for

describing the complexity of these structures at the molecular level, enabling a detailed comparison of C-S-H models.

The new methodology encodes a full, large scale atomistic C-S-H structure by a simple, readable string of characters,

similar to the way the base sequence in DNA encodes a vast range of different proteins. We then use the methodology

to assess 14 Å tobermorite-defect structures and their stabilities using DFT and classical molecular dynamics. Finally

we highlight how the model may be extended to develop reliable atomistic C-S-H models for a range of Ca/Si ratios

and conditions.
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1. Introduction1

Hydrated cement is the binder or glue that holds together the sand and aggregates that all together make up concrete2

- the most used material in the world. Although per kg cement is inherently a low carbon material [1, 2], the vast3

quantities used mean that cement is responsible for about 5-8% of global CO2 emissions. The optimisation of the4

mechanical properties and durability of concrete can therefore aid in the reduction of CO2 emissions. This would be5

greatly aided by a better fundamental knowledge of the material at the atomistic structure level.6

A better understanding of cementitous systems is complicated by the fact that the exact atomistic and nanoscale7

structure of the main hydration product (C-S-H) is poorly known. One reason for this is that both X-ray diffraction8
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Figure 1: Ca-Si layer of 14 Å tobermorite with characteristic linear dreierketten structure of silicate chains ((a) and (b)) as well as their stacking in

14 Å tobermorite ((c) and (d)). Si: blue, Ca: turquoise, O: red, OH: black. Also shown is the structural abbreviation introduced in section 3.1.1.

(XRD) and selected area diffraction show only two weak signals, indicating repeat distances of about ∼ 1.82 − 1.83 Å9

and ∼ 2.7 − 3.2 Å [3, 4]. This implies that C-S-H does not have any 3D long range order. It also means that the exact10

atomistic structure of C-S-H cannot be resolved by conventional XRD techniques.11

A further complication is the varying chemical composition of C-S-H. The composition varies significantly not12

only between different samples but also within one and the same sample. In neat tricalcium silicate (C3S ) pastes local13

energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDS) has shown that on a scale of 100 nm Ca
S i varies between 1.2 and 2.1, with an14

average calcium to silica ratio
〈

Ca
S i

〉
of 1.75 [5].15

The type of silicate species present in C-S-H was first studied by Mohan et al. with trimethylsilylation followed by16

chromatography [6]. This technique revealed that only silica chains with a length of 3n − 1 (i.e. dimers, pentamers,17

octamers and some longer chains) are present in C-S-H. This indicates a so called dreierketten structure with silicate18

dimers that can be linked by bridging silicate tetrahedra (see figure 1). Subsequent NMR studies revealed, that no19

connectivity larger than 2 exists between the different silicate chains [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. In other words the silicate20

species in C-S-H are composed of linear chains without cross-linking. Also NMR distinguishes between different21

species within the linear chains: so called non bridging chain tetrahedra Q2 and the bridging tetrahedra Q2b[8, 13]. The22

ratio between the two in C-S-H being 2:1. This confirms the dreierketten structure where only chains of length 3n − 123

can exist.24

Additionally, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of carefully dried samples show different morpholo-25
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gies of C-S-H, often with a pronounced texture [4]. The smallest characteristic dimension of C-S-H, corresponding to26

both the size of the solid regions [4, 14, 15] and of the crystallites [16, 17] is in the order of 3-6 nm. The largest char-27

acteristic dimension is less clear. For the crystalline domains in OPC the largest characteristic dimension is typically28

in the order of 6-15 nm [16, 17], however some order can persist over much longer length scales of >100 nm [4, 18],29

which could be either due to a partially continuous structure [19] or to a colloidal material [20] with long length scale30

ordering similar to that observed in e.g. liquid crystals. TEM images with an even higher resolution have revealed31

layering of the material with an approximate interlayer distance of ∼ 12-14 Å [21].32

Different water containing, layered calcium-silicate crystal structures containing linear silicate-"dreierketten" have33

been reported in the literature. The ones most commonly compared to C-S-H are the different tobermorites (e.g. 1434

Å tobermorite: Ca
S i = 0.83, interlayer distance 14 Å, molar water content: 42 %) and jennite (Ca

S i = 1.5, molar water35

content: 42 %). Both 14 Å tobermorite and jennite consist of calcium-silicate layers separated by an interlayer space36

containing both water and calcium. The main layer calcium ions in 14 Å tobermorite form a planar sheet, the calcium37

layer in the jennite structure is corrugated.38

However the calcium to silicon ratio Ca/S i of all these minerals is significantly smaller than that observed for39

C-S-H. An indication as to what structural trends lead to an increase of the Ca/S i ratio in C-S-H can be gleaned from40

experimental observations. In C-S-H produced from tricalcium silicate (C3S ) pastes cured for 12 months, about 6041

% of the silicate species are present as dimers and 40 % as longer chains [6] with a mean chain length (MCL) of 3.3.42

Similar results are found for ordinary Portland cement paste (OPC)[4]. The chain length continues to increase over the43

next couple of decades but even for ∼ 20 year old pastes there are still a lot of dimers (∼ 40 %[6]) and the MCL is still44

less than 5 [4]. This means that, compared to the model structures with infinite silicate chains, a significant part of the45

bridging silicate tetrahedra are missing in C-S-H, which will increase the Ca/S i.46

Additionally both 1H−29S i NMR measurements [8] and infrared spectroscopy [22] indicate the existence of Ca-OH47

groups in C-S-H. Thomas et al. used inelastic neutron scattering to quantify the amount of Ca-OH bonds in C-S-H [23].48

They found that at a calcium to silicon ratio of 1.7 about 23 % of the charge of the Ca2+ ions in C-S-H are compensated49

by hydroxyl groups. This value is in between that of tobermorite (no Ca − OH groups) and that of jennite (33 %).50

Thus these results indicate either a mix between jennite and tobermorite or additional Ca−OH groups incorporated in51

a tobermorite like structure would be needed to give the appropriate Ca/S i ratio. Additionally the number of Si-OH52
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groups decreases with increasing Ca/S i. In contrast to a non-defective 14 Å tobermorite, the number of silanol groups53

in a C-S-H with a Ca/S i ratio of 1.7 is below the detection limit of different experimental techniques [22, 11].54

While these results would indicate a closer resemblance of C-S-H with a typical Ca/S i ratio of 1.7 to jennite than55

to tobermorite, structural measurements such as XRD and Raman spectroscopy [24, 16, 25] as well as theoretical work56

[26] indicate a closer resemblance of the C-S-H structure to tobermorite rather than to jennite.57

In summary, from these results we infer that C-S-H is composed of defective, nanocrystalline tobermorite with58

missing bridging silicate tetrahedra, leading to a decreased silicate chain length, and deprotonated silanol groups, the59

charge of which is compensated by additional calcium ions in the water-interlayer and with additional Ca-OH groups.60

Furthermore, experimental measurements revealed that the Ca-O and Si-O nearest neighbour distances in C-S-H with61

Ca/S i up to 1.75 are similar to the ones in tobermorite while the Ca-O coordination number decreases almost linearly62

with increasing Ca/S i (6.0±0.2 at Ca/S i=1.75, as compared to 7.1±0.2 for Ca/S i=0.6 and 7.0±0.2 at Ca/S i=0.8)63

[27, 28]. The approximate stoichiometry is estimated to be Ca1.7S iO3.7 · 1.8H2O with a density of about 2.6 g
cm3 ,64

excluding the water at the surface [29, 15]. XRD measurements indicate that the interlayer distance may be smaller65

than 14 Å in C-S-H with Ca/S i=1.7 (around 11 or 12 Å [16, 11, 27]).66

An atomistic model should take into account all the experimental evidence presented above. Additionally it should67

give some indications as to why C-S-H displays the rather unique properties it does: How can we explain the con-68

sistently nanoparticulate nature of C-S-H? And why does the stoichiometry vary extensively within one and the same69

C-S-H sample? In recent years, several atomistic models for C-S-H have been proposed [30, 21, 31, 32, 33]. Despite70

capturing some of the salient features of C-S-H, none of the models are entirely satisfactory, when confronted with71

the experimental evidence available and they leave several questions regarding the properties and behavior of C-S-H72

unresolved.73

Recently, Pellenq et al. [21, 31] and Kovačević et al.[32, 34] used the Hamid [35] and the Merlino [36] 11 Å74

tobermorite respectively as the base structure to model C-S-H using classical molecular dynamics simulations. In75

order to arrive at the required Ca/Si ratio, Pellenq et al. randomly removed S iO2 groups and started with dry tober-76

morite structure with subsequent water adsorption using Grand Canonical Monte Carlo. This resulted in a very high77

percentage of monomers and the presence of water within the Ca-Si layers, both inconsistent with the experimental78

results available. Other limitations of their model were the absence of hydroxyl groups as well as bond lengths and79
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coordination numbers that are inconsistent with natural calcium-silicate mineral structures [33]. The authors have tried80

to address some of these shortcomings in a recent work using the ReaxFF potential to split water molecules, making81

it possible to have hydroxyl groups and thus forming Ca-OH [31]. However the hydrogen of the split water molecules82

mainly reacted with non-bonding oxygen of the silicate chains, forming protonated silanol groups which according to83

experimental results is found in very small or negligible amounts at high Ca/S i ratios [11, 22]. Also, in order to elimi-84

nate the unexpectedly high concentration of silicate monomers as observed by Pellenq et al. they allowed for (random)85

polymerisation of the silicates in their revised model structures. However this leads to a silicate chain structure that is86

in violation of the dreierketten pattern that has been shown to exist in C-S-H, with only chain lengths of 3n − 1 being87

observed [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11].88

Kovačević et al.[32, 34] explored three different ways to arrive at a Ca/Si ratio of 1.65 from the Merlino 11 Å tober-89

morite starting structure [36]. Namely (1) removal of only the bridging silicate tetrahedra and addition of Ca(OH)2, (2)90

removal of bridging silicate as well as dimers and (3) random removal of all the silicate species as done by Pellenq et91

al. [31]. This enabled them to compare the energies, calculated via energy minimization [32] and molecular dynamics92

[34], of many different C-S-H structures with respect to the way the Ca/Si ratio was increased. The authors concluded93

that the structures generated using the first method, removing only the bridging tetrahedra and adding Ca(OH)2 in the94

interlayer space are the most stable. The authors conclude that the way of constructing the initial structure has a sig-95

nificant effect on the energy and final properties of the C-S-H model structures. This means that an in-depth discussion96

about the different ways to construct C-S-H models is needed in order to be able to construct better models leading to97

a better understanding of C-S-H.98

Finally Richardson [33] derived a fully crystalline model for C-S-H based solely on measured XRD structures of99

different calcium-silicate structures. The model consists of different perfectly ordered layers with different Ca
S i ratios.100

General guidelines for the type of defects present as well as geometrical reasoning was used to construct these. While101

the guidelines developed are very valuable for future work, a perfectly ordered bulk structure seems to be unlikely and102

makes it difficult to understand the nanoparticulate nature of C-S-H.103

The aim of the current paper is to thus develop an atomistic structure for C-S-H that can describe the nanostructur-104

ing, facilitate the comparison of models and provide some new insights into C-S-H using atomistic modelling. Hence in105

section 3.1 a building block description of C-S-H is developed, which is able to describe both different base structures106
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and different Ca/Si increasing defects. This method of describing C-S-H facilitates the development and construction107

of new model structures and the comparison of existing models. It allows the fast calculation of a range of charac-108

teristics (charge distribution, mean chain length, percentage of dimers, ratio of protonation of silanol groups, OH/Ca109

ratio). The method will be used to revisit different models reported in the literature. In the second section (3.3.2)110

the building block description together with both classical molecular dynamics (CMD) and density functional theory111

(DFT) is used to discuss 14Å tobermorite as another possible basis for C-S-H models by looking at different possible112

Ca/S i increasing defects, extending the range of the defects considered in the work reported in the literature to date.113

It is our view that this novel building block description will significantly help in identifying a more precise atomistic114

structure of C-S-H and understanding its characteristics, allowing researchers to go one step further from proposing115

single models which are difficult to compare between each other. However before discussing the model in depth, we116

briefly describe the simulation methods.117

2. Methods118

2.1. Density Functional Theory Calculations119

DFT calculations were performed using the VASP code [37, 38], in which a plane wave basis set describes the120

valence electronic states and the projector augmented wave (PAW) approach [39, 40] models the core-valence inter-121

action. The exchange and correlation is treated with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) via the Perdew-122

Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [41]. The inability of standard DFT to account for van der Waals interactions is123

well-known [42, 43]. In this work, we applied the DFT-D3 method of Grimme [44] which applies dispersion correc-124

tions in a pairwise manner. The Monkhorst-Pack k-points mesh 4 x 4 x 2 and a plane wave cut-off of 500 eV were used125

to ensure convergence. All DFT calculations used a primitive unit cell with half the volume of the original unit cell126

reported by Bonaccorsi et al. [45]. The cell parameters of 14 Å tobermorite, relaxed with DFT, can be found in table 1127

and the simulated XRD patterns in the supplementary materials. Both are compared to the experimentally determined128

structure [45]. The XRD patterns were generated by the software Mercury [46] using a wavelength of 1.54 Å (Cu-Kα)129

varying from 5 to 50 degrees at an interval of 0.02 °. The DFT calculations with dispersion correction describe the 14 Å130

tobermorite structure with good accuracy, the maximum deviation on lattice cell parameters compared to experimental131

values being 2 % and 1 ° on the angles (see table 1 and figure S5 in the supplementary materials).132
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2.2. Classical Atomistic Simulations133

Molecular dynamics calculations using classical force fields to describe the atom interactions used DL POLY 2.20134

[47] and Metadise for energy minimisation [48]. The formal charge force field used for the description of the ions135

in solution and for the solid is based on an adaptation of Freeman et al. [49] for the use of the force field originally136

developed by Lewis and Catlow [50] and further developments by various authors [51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56] for the use137

with the TIP family of force fields. For water, the TIP4P/2005 rigid model [57] is adopted. The full force field used138

here has been previously tested for a wide range of calcium-silicate-hydrate structures and an empirical estimation of139

the error on structural properties and energies has been developed [56]. The error estimations are used here to give an140

estimation on the accuracy of the results. The full list of parameters used can be found in [56]. Ewald summation [58]141

was used to estimate the long range electrostatic forces, with a cutoff radius between the long range and the short range142

domain of 8.5 Å. Energy minimisation calculations have been done under constant pressure (CONP). The time step for143

the molecular dynamics simulations was 0.7 fs.144

A simulation cell of 4x3x1 full 14 Å unit cells (4x3x2 primitive unit cells as considered with DFT) has been used145

for molecular dynamics calculations. Due to the difference in size of the simulation cells, comparison between DFT146

and MD is not always possible. The system has been relaxed for > 210 ps before data was collected over 700 ps. After147

introduction of isolated defects, the system has been first relaxed at zero temperature, followed by equilibration for148

35 ps and data collection over a simulation period of 105 ps. The anisotropic NPT ensemble with flexible angles was149

used. To ensure that the equilibration and simulation period was enough, the simulation was extended to 1 ns for two150

defects where large relaxations were observed (second structure with Ca/Si ratio of 1.20 and structure with Ca/Si ratio151

1.25 in table 2). No further structural relaxation was observed for either defect.152

For additional validation, XRD patterns for 14 Å tobermorite were compared for the DFT relaxed structure and after153

molecular dynamics simulation using the force field potentials (see supplementary material section III for more details).154

The general structure is well captured and the interatomic distances remain within an acceptable mean deviation of ±155

0.13 Å (or 6.4%) which is comparable with the estimated force field error (5% on interatomic distances [56]). Similarly156

the higher Ca
S i structures considered with DFT (see section 3.3.1) were subsequently energy minimised with the classical157

force field the resulting simulated XRD spectra compared to the one of the DFT structure, the spectra showed good158

consistency as shown in the supplementary materials.159
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Table 1: Unit cell parameters of 14 Å tobermorite calculated with different techniques (molecular dynamics (MD) and density functional theory

(DFT)) compared to the experimental values. Errors on MD from [56].

a b c α β γ

[Å] [Å] [Å] [°] [°] [°]

MD [56] 6.85 ± 0.34 7.26 ± 0.36 27.95 ± 1.40 90 ± 10 93 ± 10 123 ± 10

DFTvdW 6.63 7.37 28.52 89 91 122

Exp. [45] 6.74 7.43 27.99 90 90 123.25

3. Results and Discussion160

The results and discussion part is divided into three sections. In the first section a building block description161

facilitating the comparison and construction of models is developed. In the second section the formalism is used to162

examine atomistic structures previously published in the literature. In the final part the building block description is163

then used to look at different possible 14 Å tobermorite defects. The different types of defects likely to be present are164

discussed based on structural and energetic considerations. From the insights gained on different defects, a first step165

is made towards possible full scale models by presenting model structures. The aim here is not to present a final full166

scale model but rather to present a method on how future models can be constructed, tested and compared to previous167

models (e.g. those by Kovačević et al. [32] and Richardson [33]).168

3.1. Model for Atomistic Structure Description of tobermorite based C-S-H169

What is clear from the different atomistic simulation efforts of C-S-H is that it is unlikely that we can define the170

exact atomistic structure in the same way a crystalline structure is defined. Rather there will be a large number of171

possible local arrangements which will give rise to the overall C-S-H properties observed experimentally. This means172

that entropic effects are likely to be important. However, the first step to be able to include configurational entropy173

is an efficient way to correctly describe the full phase space of possible arrangements. Within the current paper we174

will limit ourselves to the description of tobermorite-like structures, although the model may be easily adapted to other175

structures.176
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3.1.1. Building Block description of 14 Å tobermorite177

Our aim is to be able to describe a larger scale C-S-H structure, comprising of over a thousand atoms, in a simple,178

readable way. In crystals this is done by defining a unit cell. This unit cell, containing only a few atoms, if repeated in179

space, is able to represent a larger crystal. For C-S-H, assuming a certain underlying crystal structure, we can define a180

unit cell as for crystals. However the atoms in each unit cell will vary, meaning that we additionally need a method to181

specify the atomic arrangement in each consecutive unit cell. For this we will introduce a short-hand notation for the182

different groups of atoms. Each atom group or chemical unit has a defined stoichiometry and charge represented by a183

unique symbol containing information about the relative arrangement of the atoms. The symbols for the atom groups184

are then used to develop short strings which represent the different "defective" unit cells of tobermorite. The atomic185

structure within the unit cell will be given both by the symbols used and their position within the string. Finally, a186

sequence of such strings, each representing a unit cell, will be indicative of stacking units with different compositions187

and will thus describe a larger scale C-S-H structure. In other words these short strings form the building blocks with188

which to build different C-S-H models. We will first develop the method for 14 Å tobermorite based models, before189

discussing the extension to other possible base crystals.190

We want to represent each unit cell with as small a repeat unit as possible, similar to that chosen for crystals.191

However, it is important that the limits of the unit cell are well defined and that chemical units are grouped together.192

Consequently, we choose a primitive crystallographic unit cell with a reduced volume and the following dimensions:193

ared: 6.735(2) Å, bred: 7.425(2) Å, cred: 15.325(7) Å, α: 111.34(7) °, β: 87.36(8) °, γ: 123.25(1) ° (see figures 1194

and 2). The position of the cell within the 14 Å tobermorite structure is chosen such that; the ared xbred surface of195

the unit cell lies in the middle of the the calcium-silicate layers, the ared xbred is such that the silicate chains are cut196

in the middle of the silicate dimers and the bred xcred is between two adjacent linear silicate chains. Stacking of these197

primitive unit cells or building blocks will lead to the 14 Å tobermorite structure as described by [45] (see e.g. figure 1198

of the supplementary materials). An atomistic configuration file for such a unit cell can be found in the supplementary199

materials.200

Now the chemical units and the symbols representing them have to be defined (figure 2). Let us first consider201

the calcium-silicate layers of the tobermorite structure as shown in figure 1. These layers contain two Ca-Si sheets202

of equal composition but different orientation, loosely related by a glide plane symmetry. The sheets themselves are203
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composed of linear silicate chains and a range of calcium ions. The silicate chains consist of dimers which are linked204

by a bridging silicate. Each silicate tetrahedra of the silicate dimer is associated with a calcium ion of the sheet. Let us205

define such an atom group, composed of a dimer silicate with its associated calcium and which has a stoichiometry of206

CaS iO3.5 as one chemical unit. We will choose two different symbols for this unit depending on the relative position207

of the calcium with respect to the silica chain (above or below) and consequently on whether the unit belongs to the208

upper sheet of the calcium-silicate layer: < will represent a dimer silicate and the associated calcium above that silicate209

and > the equivalent unit with the calcium below the silicate (figure 2). We next represent the bridging silicate with a210

stoichiometry of S iO2 and zero charge by an S, independent of which sheet it belongs to. Additionally we have to take211

into account the possible protonation of the silanol groups. Let us note a protonated silanol group by an apostrophe (’),212

stoichiometrically representing an H and a charge of +1.213

To be able to describe defective structures as well, a few additional units have to be defined. Firstly, in some214

tobermorite structures the linear silicate chains are cross-linked via the bridging silica tetrahedra. A cross-linked silica215

tetrahedra is indicated by a vertical line to indicate the shared oxygen: |S. Such a cross-linked bridging silica has a216

stoichiometry of S iO1.5 and a charge of +1. Finally it is possible to replace a dimer silicate < or > by a calcium217

hydroxide unit with stoichiometry Ca(OH)2 and zero charge. For this replacing unit we will again distinguish the218

orientation and represent it by a / if the calcium is above the hydroxyls and \ if the calcium is below. If only one of two219

paired < is replaced, the second will no longer be part of a dimer but will be a monomer (or end-member of a chain).220

Such a monomer, with a stoichiometry of CaS iO4 and a charge of -2, will be represented by ( if the calcium is above221

and by ) if the calcium is below the silicate.222

In addition, we have to define three interlayer species: calcium ions (stoichiometry Ca, charge +2) are represented223

by C and hydroxyl ions (stoichiometry OH, charge −1) by °. Finally water molecules are represented by a number,224

indicating the total number of water molecules in the interlayer. The full overview of the symbols can be found in table225

2.226

Now that we have defined the symbols for each chemical group, we need to define the string of symbols defining227

the arrangement of these groups within the unit cell. To do so, we will specify the groups within the unit cell layer228

by layer first in bred direction (left to right in figure 2) then in −cred direction (top to bottom in figure 2). Thus, we229

will start with the calcium-silicate sheet above the interlayer. For a non-defective 14 Å tobermorite we have a dimeric230
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> >

S'

<S'<C7>S'>

bred

cred

ared

< <

S'
C7

Figure 2: Definition and notation of different atom groups used for the description of different structures derived from 14 Å tobermorite (left) as

well as a primitive unit cell <S’<C>S’> of 14 Å tobermorite with the following dimensions: ared: 6.735(2) Å, bred: 7.425(2) Å, cred: 15.325(7) Å,

α: 111.34(7) °, β: 87.36(8) °, γ: 123.25(1) °. Si: blue. Ca: turquoise, O: red, H2O: white, OH: black.

calcium silicate, a bridging silicate and a second dimeric calcium silicate in this sheet, where the calcium is above the231

silicate. Thus, we can represent it by <S<. There are two silanol groups on the bridging silicate S. The one to the right232

is protonated in 14 Å tobermorite, therefore, we will add a ‘ to the right of the S: <S’<. This part of the string fully233

describes the Ca-Si sheet above the interlayer. Now we add the interlayer. Here, we have one calcium ion (C) and 7234

water molecules (7). Thus, the string for the top Ca-Si sheet and the interlayer becomes: <S’<C7. Finally, the Ca-Si235

sheet below the interlayer is equivalent to the top sheet, except for the orientation of the dimeric species: >S’>. This236

means that for a full unit cell of pristine 14 Å tobermorite our building block string is: <S’<C7>S’>.237

We can now consider different possible defects within 14 Å tobermorite. A simple defect would be to deproto-238

nate two silanol groups and compensate the charge by an additional calcium ion in the interlayer: <S’<C7>S’> →239

<S<CC7>S> (figure 3). Similarly, the inverse is also possible, leading to a structure with no calcium in the interlayer:240

<S’<C7>S’> → <’S’<7>’S’>. Additionally, we can cross-link the silicate chains via the silanol group to the left of241

the bridging S, again leading to Ca-Si layers without a charge and thus, no calcium in the interlayer: <S’<C7>S’>→242

<|S’<7>|S’>. However, the latter is only possible if we change the geometry of the unit cell, such that the cross-linking243

is geometrically possible (see section 3.1.4).244

Another reported defect [4] is a missing bridging silicate: <S’<C7>S’>→ < ’<C9>S’>. If a silicate unit is missing,245
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<S<CC7>S>

bred

cred

ared

<°C°<CC7>S>

bred

cred

ared

<'S<C7>S'>

bred

cred

ared

Figure 3: Different possible defective building blocks of 14 Å tobermorite (dimensions: ared: 6.735(2) Å, bred: 7.425(2) Å, cred: 15.325(7) Å, α:

111.34(7) °, β: 87.36(8) °, γ: 123.25(1) °): from left to right: deprotonation, charge compensated by calcium: <S<CC>S>, depolymerisation of

the silicate and additional Ca(OH)2: <°C°<CC>S> and exchange of proton between silanol groups: <’S<C>S’>). Si: blue. Ca: turquoise, O: red,

H2O: white, OH: black

the silanol groups are transferred to the neighbouring silicate groups (one per neighbour). This means that the same246

sequence of protonation as for the non-defective chains are possible: <’ ’<9>’S’>→ < ’<C9>S’>→ < <CC9>S>.247

A missing S can also be replaced by a calcium (C). Such a calcium or any calcium in the interlayer may be partially248

charge compensated by a hydroxyl group. For example, a bridging silicate in a fully deprotonated silicate chain249

being replaced by a calcium and two hydroxyls can be denoted as: <S<CC7>S>→ <°C°<CC7>S> (figure 3). Also,250

additional calcium hydroxide units can be added to the interlayer, maybe at the same time reducing the number of251

water molecules: <S’<C7>S’>→ <S’<°C°C5>S’>252

Finally, where the S have already been removed, there is also the possibility of defect clusters involving the silicate253

dimers of two consecutive building blocks in bred direction. For example, one possibility would be the substitution254

of a silicate dimer (<<) by two Ca(OH)2 units (/ / ), maybe increasing the number of water molecules at the same255

time to fill up the interlayer: < ’<C7>S’> < ’<C7>S’> → < /C11>S’> / <C10>S’>. In theory it would also be256

possible to remove a single silicate of the dimer, and thus creating an end-chain silicate: < ’<C7>S’> < ’<C7>S’>257

→ < /C10>S’> (’ ’<C7>S’>. The extra ’ is necessary to preserve charge neutrality as can be seen from figure 2. A258

number of possible defects are schematically illustrated in figure 4.259

Finally to give the stacking of these building blocks we again first give the sequence in bred direction:260

... <S<CC7>S> <S’<C11> \ <S’<C10\ > ...261

This means that we keep together the building blocks forming the same linear silicate chains. In this way, the ge-262
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Figure 4: Schematic view of different 14 Å tobermorite structural defects considered leading to changing Ca/Si ratio. The (mostly) unchanging

upper part of the unit cell and the water molecules are not shown on the schematics. Si: blue. Ca: turquoise, O: red, H2O: white, OH: black, Semi

transparent oxygen atoms (O): shared oxygen atoms between the silicate dimers forming the Si-O-Si bond as seen in figure 1.
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ometry of one silicate chain can easily be found by looking at only one of the Ca-Si sheets in the building blocks:263

...<S<<S’<<S’<... or ...>S>> \\ >.... Next, we will indicate stacking in ared direction (back to front in figure 2) by264

consecutive lines of building block sequences. This will keep the units from the same Ca-Si sheets together. Finally265

stacking in −cred direction is shown by consecutive paragraphs. For example, a structure comprising 3 x 3 x 2 units we266

have:267

<S<CC7>S> <S’<C11> \ <S’<C10\ >

<S<CC7>S> <S’<C7>S’> < ’<C8>S’>

<S’<C7>S’> <S’<C7>S’> <°C°<CC7>S >

<S’<C7>S’> <S’<C7>S’> <°C°<CC7>S >

<S<CC7>S> <S<°C°CC5>S> <S’<C7>S’>

<S’<C11> \ <S’<C10\ > <S<CC7>S>

268

3.1.2. Disorder and Stacking Faults269

The unit cell defined here is closely related to the MDO2 C centered a′, b′, c′ unit cell defined by Bonaccorsi270

et al. [45], with ared = a′, bred = b′ and the origin situated at the center of the unit cell. Only the cred parameter271

defined here differs. It is almost equal to the stacking vector t1 defined by Bonaccorsi et al., but with bred added272

(cred = 0.5 · (c′ − a′) − b′), to be able to take into account the ions shared between the two adjacent calcium-silicate273

layers. However, this definition corresponds to one of two possible positions of the calcium ion in the interlayer region.274

The other one gives rise to a unit cell with cred,2 = 0.5 · (c′−a′) + b′ (see figure 5). According to Bonaccorsi et al., these275

two calcium positions in the interlayer are present each at about 50 %. Since we are noting the species within the unit276

cell layer by layer in bred direction, in this second unit the Ca-Si sheet below the interlayer will be first, followed by277

the interlayer and the Ca-Si sheet above the interlayer. This leads to building bricks of the form: >S’>C<S’< (figure278

5). In order to preserve the same calcium-silicate layer structure, the two possible unit cells have to be shifted by b′/2.279

This could, for example, correspond to alternating layers with different calcium positions (figure 5). It is also possible280

to shift from one type of unit cell to another within one and the same layer (see figure 2 of the supplementary material).281

Due to the shift in origin between the two types of unit cells, a transition building block with only a part of the upper282

chain, e.g. <S<C3, is needed between a <S’<C7>S’> and a >S’>C7<S’<, to complete the upper calcium-silicate layer.283
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...<S'<C7>S'><S'<C7>S'>...

...>S'>C7<S'<>S'>C7<S'<...

bredared
cred,2

bred
cred
ared

Figure 5: Alternate layers with ared = a′, bred = b′, cred = 0.5 · (c′ − a′) − b′ and ared,2 = a′, bred,2 = b′, cred,2 = 0.5 · (c′ − a′) + b′ unit cells

respectively.

Similarly, if the two types of unit cells are inverted, a >S>C3 transition unit cell is needed in-between to complete the284

lower calcium-silicate layer. The origin of these transition unit cells is displaced by 0.75 · bred compared to the full unit285

cells.286

Apart from the disorder coming from the position of the calcium in the interlayer, in their original description287

of the 14 Å tobermorite structure Bonaccorsi et al. [45] also discuss the extensive presence of stacking faults in the288

structure. The authors mention that there are two possible ways of stacking which lead to a slightly different symmetry289

of the calcium silicate layers: in addition to the stacking described above, where layers with the same orientation are290

stacked without any shift of the origin (t1), there is also a stacking sequence (t2), where the origin is shifted by bred/2.291

This leads to calcium silicate layers where bridging silicate tetrahedra on either side of the calcium silicate layer are292

only displaced by ared/2 but not in the bred direction (see figure 3 of the supplementary material), in contrast to the t1293

stacking where the bridging silicate on either side of the calcium silicate layer are also shifted by bred/2 (see figure 5).294

We propose to indicate a t2 stacking sequence by a T at the beginning of the layer. Bonaccorsi et al. report that random295

sequences of t1 and t2 stacking were observed experimentally with no marked preference or long scale order. However,296

the refinement of the structure presented by Bonaccorsi et al. could only be done for the t1t1 stacking sequence.297

The defects described above can exist in all the different types of unit cells. All the cells described above, including298

the transitional units, can be found in the supplementary material. With these units it should be easy to construct a wide299
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range of different possible larger scale structures with different amount of order and defects.300

3.1.3. Surfaces301

Due to the nanosized nature of C-S-H, surfaces are likely to be very important. There are two directions in which302

surfaces can be constructed with the units already defined. The first one is the (100) and the (-100) surface ((1-10)303

according to the unit cell defined by Bonaccorsi et al. [45]) . In this direction the silicate chains run parallel to the304

surface and consequently do not have to be cut (see figure 4 of the supplementary information). In fact we can use305

the <S’<C7>S’> or the >S’>C7<S’< (or any defective version of it) directly for the construction of these surfaces.306

Depending on the direction (~b×~c or −~b×~c) of the surface normal, either a (100) or a (-100) surface is created. The fact307

that the two surfaces differ is easiest to see when considering the orientation of the hydrogen in the S’ group (figure308

4 of the SI). In the case of the (100) surface, the hydrogens at the surface point in the direction of the surface normal309

whereas for the (-100) they point towards the bulk of tobermorite.310

Another surface which is easy to construct is the surface perpendicular to the calcium-silicate layers i.e. the (001)311

surface (same miller index for Bonaccorsi et al. notation [45]). This surface is in all probability cut at the interlayer,312

consequently it can be constructed using the <S<C3 or the >S>C3 units, depending on the orientation of the surface313

(see SI figure 4). For a (010) surface, the (012) according to Bonaccorsi et al. [45], the silicate chains will be cut. To314

remain consistent with the silicate speciation reported in literature, this could be done using <’ >’ units to complete315

the dimers on either side of the interlayer.316

For surfaces other that the ones described above, the definition of additional surface units would be necessary.317

3.1.4. Extension to other calcium-silicate structures318

In the section above we have focused on 14 Å tobermorite. However the notation can easily be extended to319

other layered calcium-silicate structures. Since the other tobermorite structures (9 Å and 11 Å normal and anomalous320

tobermorite as well as clinotobermorite [59, 36], see figure 1 of the supplementary material) contain essentially the321

same calcium-silicate layers, they can be described with the same notation as introduced above. Only the unit cell322

needs to be redefined for each structure. As an example, anomalous 11 Å tobermorite is represented by <|S’<5>|S’>323

and clinotobermorite by <S|<C5>|S>). The unit cells for 11 Å normal tobermorite, the Hamid 11 Å tobermorite as well324

as clinotobermorite, which can be used to construct C-S-H structures according to the notation above, can be found in325
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the supplementary materials.326

For jennite there are additional Ca(OH)1.5 groups in the calcium-silicate layer. We propose to designate them by327

[ or ], depending on the orientation of the calcium-silicate chains. Such a group has a charge of +0.5. In other words328

jennite can be represented by [<S[<C8>]S>] and the corresponding unit cell.329

3.2. Characterisation of Previous C-S-H Models330

Our approach can also be used to re-examine different C-S-H models previously described in the literature. How-331

ever, comparison requires a reasonable description of the underlying structure. For the first full scale model reported in332

literature [21], the authors did not take into account the known silicate speciation to obtain their high calcium to silicon333

ratio. This lead to very high strains in the structure upon relaxation and to the adsorption of water in the intralayer334

space. The resulting structure has little resemblance to tobermorite which does not allow us to fully characterize their335

model. Also in their further work [31], no atomistic configurations were published, so we cannot reconstruct the C-S-H336

"DNA" used based on the published data. Fortunately, Kovačević et al. [32] provides all relevant data and consequently337

we can use one of their sample structures to further illustrate our building-block description of C-S-H. However, dis-338

cussion is limited to the original paper as no atomistic configurations are available for the revised structures reported339

later [34].340

Kovačević et al. used the 11 Å normal tobermorite reported by Merlino et al [36] as a model structure, this means341

their model can be described using the corresponding primitive crystallographic unit cell (reported in the supplementary342

materials: 11_a_norm_tobermorite.config) as the basis for building blocks. Their Sample 1 structure, corresponding343

to one of the lowest energy family of structures, has been divided into 4x4x2 building blocks with dimension a: 7.28344

Å, b: 7.68 Å, c: 12.42 Å, α: 81°, β: 107°, γ: 122°. Some of the interlayer water molecules, hydroxyl or calcium345

ions could be assigned to either of two neighbouring cells. However, this assignment is not so important as it does not346

significantly change the overall properties of the structure. The final description of their structure can be seen in figure347

6.348

Based on our proposed building-block description, we can now calculate different properties of their model. The349

stoichiometry of the sample structure can be calculated using equation 1 (where nX is the number of the units of type350

X (see figure 2 for the list of symbols), different symbols for different orientations are taken together, i.e. n< is the total351
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< <C°C°C°C10> > < <°C°C°C°7>'S> <' '<°°C°C°°4> > < <C°C°C°C6> >

< <C°CC°C10> > < <CC°C9> > < <°°C°C°C°6> > < '<CC°C9> >

< <C°C°C°C8> > < <°C°C°°C°6> '> < <°C°C°8>' '> < <°C°C°8> '>

< <C°CC10>' > < <C°C°C9> > <'S<°C°C°C°6> > < <C°CC10> >

<<°C°C°C°C°C7>> < <°C°C°8>'S> <' <°C°C°8> '> < <CC°C8> >

< '<°°C°C°C°C4>> < '<CC°C11>'S> <'S<°C°C°C°4> > < <°C°C°C°7>'S>

<'S<CC°C8> > < <CC°C°C7> > < <°C°C°C°6> > <' '<C°C°8> >

< <C°C°C°C°6>' > < <CC°C°C9> > < <°C°C°C°C°5> > < '<°C°°C°C°7>'S>

Figure 6: Sample structure (Sample 1) of Kovačević et al as reported in [32] described with the newly proposed notation (left) and representation of

the full atomic structure (right). For a larger image of the atomic structure see the supplementary materials or the original paper for the full atomic

configuration.

number of < and >): the resulting stoichiometry is Ca1.68S iO3.7 · 2.2H2O.352

Caκ1 S iOκ2 · κ3H2O (1)

where,

κ1 =
n< + nC + n/ + n(

n< + nS + n(
(2)

κ2 =
3.5 · n< + 2 · nS + 4 · n( − 0.5 · n′ + 0.5 · n◦ + n/

n< + nS + n(
(3)

κ3 =
0.5 · (n′ + n◦) + n/ + nH2O

n< + nS + n(
(4)

Another quantity that can be easily calculated is the mean chain length MCL. The number of silicate chains353

corresponds to half the number of silicate chain ends (where a monomer counts double) as every silicate chain has two354

end units. This leads to equation 5, which for the Kovačevič model 1 structure gives a mean chain length of 2.4.355

MCL =
n< + nS + n(

0.5 ∗ n< − nS + n(
(5)
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There are no silicate monomers in the Kovačevič structure (figure 6); the structure consists entirely of dimers and356

longer chains. The ratio between dimers and longer chains depends on the spacial arrangement of the different units357

and hence cannot be calculated via a generally applicable formula. Rather the number of dimers and longer chains in358

the structure have to be counted explicitly. If we look for instance on the frontmost silicate chain of the upper chain359

of layer 1 of the sample structure we get the following: < << <<’S<< <. This means that, if we suppose the structure360

to be periodic and hence repeating, there are two dimers per pentamer in this chain. In this way we can identify the361

total number of dimers (48) and longer chains (8) in the structure. The percentage of dimers (86 % of all chains) is362

higher than that measured for OPC systems ( 60 % [6]) and the mean chain length is shorter than that indicated from363

experimental data (around 3 for fresh cement [4]). However, in the revised model Kovačević et al. report a slightly364

lower percentage of dimers of 72 % [34].365

We can also calculate the extent of silanol protonation Qprot (equation 6): 18 % of the silanol groups in the structure366

are protonated. This is very high compared to the very small or negligible amount of protonated silanol groups reported367

in the literature for the high Ca/Si ratio of 1.68 [11, 22]. Similarly, the percentage of the charges of the calcium ions that368

is compensated by hydroxyl groups QOH
comp (equation 7) is calculated to be: 21 % of the charge of the calcium ions which369

is compensated by hydroxyl groups in the interlayer. This is consistent with experimental measurements [23]. Some370

of these hydroxyl groups are likely to be formed upon the splitting of water where a hydrogen is donated to a silanol371

group. This indicates that, in order to reach both the correct hydroxyl and protonated silanol groups concentration,372

more hydroxyl has to be introduced implicitly in the interlayer.373

Qprot =
n′

n< + 2 · n(
(6)

QOH
comp =

n◦ + 2 · n/
2 ·

(
n< + nC + n/ + n(

) (7)

Another interesting property to consider is the distribution of charges within the model. The total charge of each374

unit cell has been calculated based on the building block description (equation 8, where ZX is the charge of unit375

X). Although the overall structure is charge neutral, we can observe significant charge fluctuations for this Sample376

1 structure reported by Kovačević et al. For example in the third column from the left (figure 6) we calculate that a377

total of -8 e is building up in the upper and -5 e in the lower layer (see supplementary material). We can consider378
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this as a plane with a charge of 1.75 e/nm2 which is gradually compensated over a distance of 24 Å on either side379

(i.e. the distance between subsequent charged layers). While charge fluctuations are likely to occur, their magnitude380

and length scale are likely to be restricted due to the associated Coulombic energy penalty. As no information on the381

charge fluctuations in C-S-H is currently available, this warrants further study. It would be interesting to see whether382

these charge fluctuations remained even after the more stringent relaxation procedure used for the revised model of383

Kovačević et al. [34].384

Zbblock
tot =

∑
X∈{<,S ,C,H2O,′,◦,/,(,...}

nx · ZX (8)

3.3. Development and Discussion of 14 Å Tobermorite Based C-S-H-Model385

3.3.1. Structural Properties386

The development of atomistic models for C-S-H has so far mostly been focused on 11 Å tobermorite structures387

[21, 31, 32]. As noted above, the reasoning for this was mostly the interlayer distance is closer to the one measured388

for real cements (11-12 Å), and indeed the model structure reported by Kovačević et al. and discussed above [32]389

has an interlayer distance of 11.87 which is consistent with values reported in literature, although some scatter and390

controversy about the influence of sample preparation exists [16, 33, 11, 27]. From a compiled dataset of interlayer391

distance measurements via XRD, Richardson [33] observed that the interlayer distance of C-S-H decreases from ~13-392

14 Å at Ca/Si = 0.8 to ~10 Å at Ca/Si = 1.5. Recently, Roosz et al. [60] has shown that severe drying conditions during393

sample preparations can underestimate the interlayer distance measurement using XRD by about 2.8 Å for a C-S-H394

of Ca/Si = 1.2 having an interlayer distance of 12.5 Å in the fully hydrated state. It seems difficult to reconcile an395

underlying 11 Å tobermorite structure with the decrease of the interlayer distance observed for C-S-H with increasing396

Ca/Si ratio. Also the interlayer distance is likely to relax more readily than the calcium-silicate layers. All in all it397

seems therefore a reasonable assumption that, at least for lower Ca/Si ratios 14 Å might be an equally valid or better398

base structure than the 11 Å tobermorites. Therefore we consider possible 14 Å tobermorite based C-S-H models and399

compare them to the preexisting models using the formalism described above.400

Richardson recently published some guidelines for the construction of new models, based on summarized prop-401

erties of different experimentally determined tobermorite structures [33]. Based on the geometry of possible oxygen402

environments in the crystals and the change of the interlayer distance he concluded that the best model structure for403
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C-S-H is clinotobermorite. However no further relaxation of the structure other than a change of the interlayer distance404

was considered. Also part of the measurements found in literature was excluded based on the hypothesis that the larger405

interlayer distances found were due to an intermixture with calcium hydroxide like phases leading to a higher Ca
S i ratio406

than is actually observed for the C-S-H phase. However this hypothesis does not seem to be entirely validated and407

other hypotheses can be put forward to explain different interlayer distances, such as different underlying tobermorite408

model structures depending on the exact conditions under which the C-S-H was formed.409
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Figure 7: Structural properties of different (defective) tobermorite structures derived from 14 Å tobermorite as calculated by DFT: <S’<C7>S’>,

<S<CC7>S>, <S<C°C°7>’ ’>, <S<CC7>°C°>, <°C°<C9>’ ’>, <°C°< C°C°C7>°C°> with Ca/Si ratios 0.83, 1.0, 1.2, 1.6 1.5 and 2.25 respectively.

Trends reported by Ian Richardson shown in black [33]

.

To confirm the hypothesis, that other tobermorite model phases cannot a priori be excluded, DFT minimizations410

of a periodically repeated single, defective building block of 14 Å tobermorite [45] structures with varying Ca
S i (411

<S’<C7>S’>, <S<CC7>S>, <S<C°C°7>’ ’>, <S<CC7>°C°>, <°C°<C9>’ ’>, <°C°< C°C°C7>°C°>) were relaxed412

and characterized structurally according to the characteristics defined by Richardson [33]. As one can see from the413

building block description, the number of oxygen atoms in the structure was kept constant, removal of, for example, a414

silicon tetrahedron being compensated by the addition of either water or hydroxyl molecules.415

For the non-defective 14 Å tobermorite (<S’<C7>S’>), the interlayer distance is only overestimated by about 0.3416

Å compared to the experimental structure (see table 1) and the average Ca-O distance is underestimated by 0.06 Å417

(see figure 7), giving us confidence in the DFT calculated structures. The Average Ca-O coordination and distances418

as well as the polyhedral volume is entirely consistent with the structural integrity checks suggested by Richardson419

[33], except for the highest Ca
S i ratio studied here (<°C°< C°C°C7>°C°>). If we accept the result of the integrity check,420
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this indicates either that the DFT calculations found an unfavorable local minimum or that this defect structure is not421

present in this form or only in low concentrations. In addition, up to a Ca
S i of 1.2 the coordination number decreases422

from 6.6 to 6. This is consistent with the reported decrease of the coordination number reported by Soyer-Uzun et al.423

[27]. However, for <°C°<C9>’ ’> (Ca
S i : 1.5) the coordination number is again 6.7.424

Both the deprotonation (<S’< → <S<0.5C) and the removal of a silica tetrahedron (<S< → °°<’ ’<) results in a425

decrease in the interlayer distance. In contrast, the replacement of a silica tetrahedron with a calcium group (<S<→426

<C°<) does not seem to have an influence on the interlayer distance, while the addition of calcium hydroxyl groups427

to the interlayer (°C°) leads to an increase in the interlayer distance. Taking into account the accuracy of the method,428

as well as the limited number of structures considered (e.g. the water content has not been varied at all) the results,429

at least up to a Ca
S i of 1.2 are entirely consistent with the trends reported by Richardson et al. [33] (see figure 7). The430

interlayer distance, although at the upper range of the measured experimental data reported [33] decreases linearly431

for the structures Ca
S i <1.2 and even the <°C°<C9>’ ’> structure with a Ca

S i of 1.5 has a reasonable, although slightly432

higher than expected interlayer distance of 13.2 Å. Additionally, the interlayer distance might be further decreased by433

decreasing the number of water molecules in the unit cell.434

This is the first time a decrease in the interlayer distance with increasing Ca
S i from 0.83 to 1.2-1.5 as observed ex-435

perimentally was predicted by atomistic simulations. In addition, the structures conform with the structural guidelines436

proposed by Richardson [33]. Even though the decrease in interlayer distance is somewhat less than expected, we437

conclude that 14 Å tobermorite should be further considered as a model structure for C-S-H at the very least for low438

Ca
S i . However to further explore this route, larger scale defects and larger scale structures should be considered. Con-439

sequently in the next section, Ca
S i increasing defects in larger scale structures are studied with molecular dynamics and440

compared to the results in this section.441

3.3.2. Structure and Energies of Defective Building Blocks442

In the preceding section a single building block (<S’<C7>S’>) is used for DFT calculations. This means that the443

defect concentrations are very high and will be strongly interacting, which will reflect in the DFT results. Consequently,444

to assess the energy and properties of non-interacting defects an isolated defective building block in a supercell of 4x3x2445

14 Å tobermorite building blocks (<S’<C7>S’>) is considered, resulting in a simulation cell of 27x21x28 Å. Classical446

MD was used to take advantage of dynamics and its rapid calculation of interatomic forces to efficiently probe the447
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energy landscape, and thus, evaluate the relaxation of larger scale structures compared to DFT.448

Additionally, to start addressing the large structural disorder seen in tobermorite structures - leading to positional449

disorder, stacking faults and polymorphism - a second structure was investigated in addition to the <S’<C7>S’> 14450

Å tobermorite reported by Bonaccorsi et al. [45]. For the second 14 Å polymorph (<’S<C7>S’>), the orientation of451

the protonated silanol group is different on either side of the interlayer, leading to a different orientation of the silicate452

tetrahedron, similar to that observed for clinotobermorite (see figure 1 of the supplementary materials).453

Structural Relaxation within the Building Blocks:. A substantial amount of relaxation was observed in the interlayer.454

Both the positions of the ions and the water molecules in the interlayer as well as the orientation of the silicate tetra-455

hedron changed significantly during relaxation [61]. Consequently, choosing the exact starting position of the species456

in the interlayer does not appear to be critical that, e.g., a <°C°<CC7>S> unit will be equivalent to a <C<°C°C7>S>457

unit. However, if more complicated structures are studied, this point needs to be verified, and a more detailed search458

of configurational space is required to identify the relevant local and global minima.459

The structure of the silicate layers, on the other hand, does not relax as readily. In particular, due to the low460

symmetry of the system, the positioning of the hydroxyl groups on the two available sites is not equivalent. This means461

that a <’S<C7>S’> unit is not equivalent geometrically to a <S’<C7>S’> unit. In fact, the first corresponds to the462

polymorph used for some of the calculations as described above. Similarly a < ’<C7>S’> unit is not equivalent to a463

<’ <C7>S’> unit, even after extensive relaxation. Also the relaxation of the whole structure can be very important.464

Depending on the energy minimization and relaxation path, the structure can relax to a different minimum with a465

different hydrogen bonding network and will no longer relax to the more pronounced minimum even after more than466

>1 ns of molecular dynamics. In table 2 the different energies of two differently relaxed <S’<C7>S’> structures can467

be seen. This underlines the importance of testing a number of different structures and extensive structure relaxation468

to get a realistic estimation of the structure and energies. In this context, the current results, especially for the classical469

atomistic calculations, are meant as an initial point. A more in-depth study of these effects is currently under way and470

results will be presented in a separate article.471

Defect Energies:. The enthalpy of the different defects are difficult to compare, not least due to their different sto-472

ichiometries. Consequently, the raw energies are converted to reaction enthalpies, by calculating the enthalpy of473

formation from quartz (S iO2), lime (CaO) and water (H2O) (9). For the atomistic MD calculations, a correction had474
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to be used for any H2O + O −→ 2 · OH occurrences [56].475

n1 ·CaO + n2 · S iO2 + n3 · H2O −→
[
(CaO)n1 (S iO2)n2 (H2O)n3

]
tob (9)

Generally, reaction enthalpies are given per unit or mole of product. However, as there is no clear structural unit476

of C-S-H and its stoichiometry is variable, the notion of a mole or unit of C-S-H is not well defined. Therefore, in477

the literature energies are generally normalized per silicon [32]. The disadvantage of such a normalization is that this478

makes the reaction enthalpy undefined for silica free phases such as portlandite, the comparison of which with C-S-H479

is however often interesting. Therefore, we chose another way to normalize the energy by fixing n1 + n2 + n3 = 1.480

While it is not possible to directly compare energies of C-S-H structures with different stoichiometries, it makes it easy481

to estimate relative stabilities using possible reactions between different structures.482

Table 2 shows the defect energies for a series of more than 10 different defects with different Ca/Si ratios. All483

the defects shown are energetically stable (negative enthalpies) compared to pure CaO, S iO2 and water for the con-484

figurations studied (i.e. an isolated defect in a block of 24 unit cells for MD calculations). The enthalpies have been485

calculated for both polymorphs considered here: ( <’S<C7>S’> and <S’<C7>S’>). The enthalpies for the same defect486

are very similar in both structures (see table 2). The differences between the structures are smaller than the expected487

errors for all defect energies. This again confirms the hypothesis that there will be some structural variety for C-S-H,488

similar to the polymorphism and order-disorder character observed for tobermorites [36, 45, 59].489

Where possible, the defect energies calculated with classical molecular dynamics have been compared to the DFT490

calculations described in section 3.3 (table 2). As mentioned before, a single building block with half the volume of the491

original tobermorite unit cell is used to do all the DFT calculations. This means that the defects are strongly interacting492

and consequently the DFT results are not necessarily expected to be equivalent to the classical molecular dynamics493

results, where defects are considered to be non-interacting as isolated defects in an non-defective 14 Å tobermorite494

matrix. However, the results are generally in relatively good agreement. The biggest difference is observed for the495

°C°3.5>’ ’> defect. For this defect, large structural relaxations were observed leading to a decrease of the interlayer496

distance to 13.24 Å (see figure 7). For an isolated defect on the other hand, the interlayer distance is fixed by the497

surrounding non-defective structure. Consequently, the energy of the isolated defect is expected to be less favorable,498

which is what is observed (table 2).499
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Table 2: Table of calculated enthalpies for different defects in 14 Åtobermorite in eV. An eV corresponds to 96.49 kJ/mol. The corresponding

table in kJ/mol can be found in the supplementary materials. All the defects shown here are energetically favourable compared to pure CaO, S iO2

and water. Although some of these defects were previously proposed to model C-S-H, this is the first time the energetic stabilities of these defect

structures have been calculated. ‡ Different structure obtained from different relaxation process will not relax to the lower energy structure even after

> 1 ns of molecular dynamics. †Note: shows large interlayer contraction. * calculated from an equivalent unit where a calcium is shared between

two neighbouring building blocks: <S<CC7>S’><S’<C7>S>

Ca
S i Formula nCaO nS iO2 nH2O ∆H<S ′<C7>S ′>

reac ∆H<′S<C7>S ′>
reac ∆HDFT

reac

[eV] [eV] [eV]

0.83 <S’<C7>S’> 0.26 0.32 0.42 -0.37±0.06 -0.27

0.83 <S’<C7>S’>‡ 0.26 0.32 0.42 -0.16±0.04 -0.16±0.04

1.00 <S<CC7>S> 0.32 0.32 0.37 -0.30±0.04 -0.28±0.03 -0.25

1.00 <S<CC7>S>* 0.32 0.32 0.37 -0.30±0.04 -0.34±0.03

1.00 <S’<C9> ’> 0.25 0.25 0.50 -0.15±0.04 -0.14±0.03

1.00 <S’<C°8>’ ’> 0.25 0.25 0.50 -0.02±0.04

1.20 <S<CC9> > 0.30 0.25 0.45 -0.25±0.03

1.20 <S<C°C°7>’ ’> 0.30 0.25 0.45 -0.15±0.05 -0.17±0.04 -0.28†

1.20 <S’<C8>C°> 0.30 0.25 0.45 -0.21±0.04

1.20 <S’<C7>°C°’> 0.30 0.25 0.45 -0.14±0.05

1.25 <S’<CC10> \<S’<C10.5 \ > 0.24 0.20 0.56 -0.26±0.04

1.40 <S<CC7>°C°> 0.35 0.25 0.40 -0.36±0.05 -0.31±0.04 -0.29

1.50 <°C °<C9>’ ’> 0.29 0.19 0.43 -0.26†

2.25 <°C°<C°C°C7>°C°> 0.39 0.17 0.43 -0.24

1.67 full model see figure 9 0.39 0.23 0.38 -0.29±>0.08
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As mentioned above, the energies themselves can only be directly compared between defects with the same stoi-500

chiometry. What is observed when comparing defects with equivalent stoichiometry (i.e. <S’<C9> ’> with <S’<C°8>’501

’> as well as the series <S<CC9> >, <S<C°C°7>’ ’>, <S’<C8>C°> and <S’<C7>°C°’>) is that defective structures502

with deprotonated silanol groups are preferred. This is consistent with experimental observations, where a decrease of503

the concentration of protonated silanol groups is observed with increasing Ca/Si ratio [22, 11]. Also at a Ca/Si ratio of504

1.2, an additional calcium ion in the interlayer (<S<C°C°7>’ ’>) seems to have a very similar energy to a calcium ion505

substituting a bridging silica (<S’<C7>°C°’>), although the two defects are structurally distinct. This second defect506

has often been omitted from previous modelling of C-S-H [21, 31, 32] yet has been shown to be important by Kumar507

et al [13].508

Another property we can look at is the local charge neutrality of the structure. All, except one of the building509

blocks discussed above, (6.7 x 6.2 x 14.0 Å before relaxation) are charge neutral. Consequently, any larger structure510

constructed from those units will also be charge neutral. However, in reality, charged building blocks may also exist,511

compensated by a space charge region. Consequently, we have looked at charged units in one instance: in addition to512

the charge neutral defect <S<CC7>S><S’<C7>S’>, we have also looked at an equivalent defect, where the calcium513

ion is shared between two units: <S’<CC7>S><S<C7>S’>. These charged building blocks have very similar energies514

(see figure 2). Thus, the building blocks do not need to be charge neutral even if the total structure is. This means the515

magnitude and the length scale of realistic charge fluctuations also remain to be studied.516

To compare the defect energies between different stoichiometries, reaction enthalpies between the different defects,517

and where appropriate related phases such as S iO2, CaO, Ca(OH)2 and H2O, should be calculated. As an example, to518

compare the enthalpy of<S<CC7>S> and<S’<C9> ’>we can look at the reaction 0.79·[(CaO)0.316(S iO2)0.316(H2O)0.368]tob+519

0.21 · H2O −→ [(CaO)0.25(S iO2)0.25(H2O)0.50]tob. As the reaction enthalpy for pure water is zero, the enthalpy for this520

reaction is equal to ∆H<S ′<C9>
′>

reac − (−0.79) ·∆H<S<CC7>S>
reac = 0.09±0.07 eV (8.7 kJ/mol), indicating that, neglecting any521

entropic effects, the <S<CC7>S> defect appears to be slightly more favorable. However, these reaction enthalpies can522

be more readily estimated and trends seen if the reaction enthalpies are plotted on a ternary diagram (figure 8). For the523

atomistic MD calculations, only the lowest energy for a specific stoichiometry is reported. From the ternary diagram,524

points lying on the straight line formed by three points or a point inside a triangle formed by three other points can be525

readily compared, as reactions between them can be defined. A thorough knowledge of the energy landscape within526
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Figure 8: Variation of the calculated reaction enthalpy in eV for the building blocks considered from (a) DFT and (b) classical MD calculations

compared with different thermodynamic models of C-S-H; (c) the Tobermorite/jennite solid solution model from the CEMDATA thermodynamic

database [62] and (d,e) the CSH3T and CSHQ models from [63]. An eV corresponds to 96.49 kJ/mol. Important cement phases C3S , C2S and

Ca(OH)2 are also shown on (c, d and e) diagrams. The bottom edge of the ternary diagram shows increasing water content from left to right, the

edge on the right hand side shows increasing silica content from bottom to top and the edge on the left hand side shows increasing lime content

from top to bottom. For illustration, an example composition with stoichiometry (CaO)0.2(S iO2)0.6(H2O)0.2 is shown in (a) (red star) together with

a guide as to how to read compositions. The reaction enthalpies calculated for 14 Å tobermorite (26 % CaO, 32 % S iO2, 42 % H2O) from DFT, MD

and the Tobermorite/Jennite model are -0.27, -0.37 and -0.31 eV respectively. Thus allowing a reliable comparison between the different techniques.

Same colour scale for the reaction enthalpy (see legend) is used for all plots, positive reaction enthalpies are shown in gray.
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this ternary diagram would not only help immensely to understand the thermodynamic behavior of C-S-H but would527

also serve as a quick check whether new theoretical atomistic models are reasonable. However, plotting the previously528

reported experimentally based thermodynamic models from literature (the tobermorite/jennite solid solution model529

from the CEMDATA thermodynamic database [62] as well as the CSH3T and CSHQ models from [63]) illustrates530

that more work is still needed to reach this goal. Due to the uncertainties of the atomistic structure of C-S-H, the531

resulting energies from the different thermodynamic models will largely depend on the underlying model assumptions.532

But globally, the results from the experimental models indicate that the enthalpy likely lies between -0.33 to -0.25 eV533

(-31.8 to -24.1 kJ/mol) with less negative energies being expected for structures containing more water.534

For both the DFT and the molecular dynamics results, the calculated energies largely follow these trends. Even535

for the defect comprising a missing dimer (<S’<CC10> \<S’<C10.5 \ >) the energy does not seem to be outside the536

expected rage. At the same time, the defect is unlikely to be stable at large concentrations, as this would significantly537

change the nature of the calcium-silicate sheets, which is not observed experimentally [24, 16]. This makes this defect538

difficult to investigate with DFT. However, based on the defect energy calculated here, it seems likely that missing539

dimers occur to some extent at higher Ca
S i ratios. The biggest difference between the thermodynamically expected and540

calculated enthalpies are observed for the defective structure involving the removal of a silicate tetrahedron without541

replacement and a protonated silanol group on a silicate dimer (<S’<C9> ’>). Based on the comparison with DFT,542

large structural relaxation of the interlayer distance is expected when removing a silicate dimer without replacement,543

making an isolated defect much less energetically favorable than a fully defective structure. Also, as discussed above,544

protonated silanol groups for higher Ca/Si ratio structures do not seem to be energetically favorable. Even though the545

removal of a silicate dimer is a relatively large scale defect, the structural relaxation of the position of the calcium546

within the calcium-silicate layer is small [61].547

Finally, it has to be mentioned that, while the range of expected enthalpies seem to make it possible to exclude548

some unrealistic energies, for a complete estimation of the relative stability of structures the Gibbs free energy and not549

the enthalpy should be used. Especially the configurational entropy, favoring more disordered structures, is likely to550

significantly influence results. The study of these effects is currently ongoing and will be the subject of a follow-up551

article.552
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Figure 9: Example of a new proposed structure based on the newly developed notation (left) and full atomic structure after relaxation (right, Si: blue,

Ca: turquoise, O: red, H: white). For a larger image of the atomic structure, see the supplementary materials for the full atomic configuration. The

dimensions of the structure before relaxation is 22.5 x 22.3 x 28.0 Å.

3.3.3. Full Atomistic Model553

We can use the building block description to predict and build a larger scale model, inspired by the defect energies554

calculated above and experimental observation by different authors. Let us consider a C-S-H like slab 4x3 units in ared555

and bred direction respectively and 2 units in cred direction. In order to take into account the nanosized character of556

C-S-H, let us assume that the slab is terminated on both sides by a surface in cred direction. We can now describe each557

consecutive layer in the above described notation (see figure 9).558

This structure was generated ad hoc using the building block description such that its Ca/Si ratio, stoichiometry and559

the chemical features are comparable to that of an industrially relevant C-S-H or high Ca/S i ratio synthetic C-S-H that560

has recently been produced for the first time [13]. The exact stoichiometry of the structure can be calculated according561

to equation 1. For the complete sample structure, we get a stoichiometry of C1.7S iO3.7 · 1.3H2O with a calcium to562

silicon ratio rCa/S i of 1.67. This is consistent with measurements by different authors of the calcium to silicon ratio of563

C-S-H in Portland cement [4, 29, 15]. The 1.3 formula units of water in the average stoichiometry is partly present564

as both molecular water and OH− ions. In fact 22 % of the charge of the calcium ions is compensated by hydroxyl565

groups (see equation 7). The amount of hydroxyl groups is consistent with measurements by Thomas et al. [23], who566
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reported that around 23 % of the charge of the calcium ions is compensated by hydroxyl groups. However, the overall567

water content is somewhat lower than what has been reported in literature [29, 15]. Following experimental results568

in the literature for high Ca/Si ratio C-S-H [22, 11] , which are confirmed by our enthalpy calculations, defects with569

protonated silanol groups are not included in the full model. Based on our results, two defects are included which have570

not been considered in (most) previously reported atomistic models in the literature [21, 31, 32]: the replacement of a571

bridging silica tetrahedra (<S< or >S>) by a calcium ion (<C< or >C>) as well as the replacement of a silicate dimer572

by hydroxyls (<S’<CC10> \<S’<C10.5 \ >). The inclusion of the former is in accordance with recent work by Kumar573

et al.[13], where they found calcium at the bridging site as a defining feature of C-S-H. All building blocks are charge574

neutral.575

The mean chain length of the model is 3.3 (eq 5). This is consistent with reported values for fresh cement [7, 4, 8,576

9, 10, 11]. There are 23 dimers and 12 longer chains in the structure, which corresponds to 63 % dimers. Again, this is577

more or less consistent with results reported for fresh cement in literature [6], where 60 % dimers were reported.578

Molecular dynamics calculations of the structure lead to an interlayer distance of 13.76 Å, which is larger than579

generally expected. However, as discussed above, there is still some debate about the interlayer distance of C-S-H580

[16, 33, 11, 27]. The Ca-O environment with a coordination number of 5.8 and an average Ca-O distance of 2.3 Å581

(nearest neighbour cut-off of 3.0 Å) is both consistent with the trends reported in figure 7a and with the coordination582

number of around 6 reported by Soyer-Uzun [27]. The definition of the density is complicated by the corrugated583

surface. However, we can give the density of the central units, which is 2.35 g/cm3. If on the other hand we assume584

that the building blocks at the surface only occupy about one third of the volume of a full building block and that all585

water at the surface is part of the pore water and not of the C-S-H structure[29], we can calculate a density of 2.70586

g/cm3 for the whole structure, which should give an upper limit. Given the uncertainties, the results seem reasonable587

compared to experimental results [29, 15].588

Compared to previous models in the literature (see section 3.2), our model includes surfaces, an extended range589

of different defects (replacement of bridging silicate tetrahedron with calcium and of a silicate dimer with hydroxyl590

groups), is entirely composed of neutral building blocks and is based on the 14 Å tobermorite reported by Merlino et591

al. [45]. This leads to a model structure where the concentration of protonated silanol groups as well as the silicate592

chain speciation and the mean chain length is more consistent with experimental measurements than previous models593
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(see section 3.2).594

However the water content of the model is lower and the interlayer distance larger than expected, areas where595

previous models were performing better (see section 3.2). As for the magnitude and length scale of charge fluctuations,596

these still have to be further looked at.597

Finally, we have estimated the reaction enthalpy for this structure and compared it to the DFT and MD results of598

single defects discussed above (table 2 and figure 8). The reaction enthalpy has been calculated excluding all water at599

the surface. Although the error on this energy is likely to be quite large (> 0.08 eV or 8 kJ/mol, the estimated force field600

error), both to the thermodynamic ensemble used for the calculations (NVT) and due to the uncertainties concerning601

the inclusion or not of the surface water, the reaction enthalpy of -0.29 eV (-28 kJ/mol) is well within the expected602

values (see table 2). The full atomistic model reported here serves as an example to illustrate the feasibility and ease603

of the bottom up building block approach introduced in this paper. A more thorough study on different combinations604

of defective building blocks to better understand the disordered, stochastic nature of C-S-H structures is currently605

underway and will be the subject of a future publication.606

4. Conclusions607

The complexity of C-S-H structures has meant that the generation of reliable atom-level structural models has been608

elusive. One of the major difficulties in C-S-H model construction is the generation of the correct silcate-chain spe-609

ciation with a low concentration of protonated silanol groups and an appropriate Ca
S i ratio. Additionally, full atomistic610

models are often developed for a single stoichiometry or Ca/Si ratio and results are difficult to extrapolate to other611

C-S-H stoichiometries [32, 21]. In the first part of this paper, we described a novel way for generating and describing612

C-S-H structures using a building block approach. The building block description encodes all important features of a613

full atomic C-S-H model in a simple, readable string of characters. The most relevant properties of a C-S-H model614

structure, such as calcium silicate ratio, silica chain length distribution, number of interlayer hydroxyl groups and de-615

gree of protonation of the silanol groups can be directly calculated from the building block description. In addition, the616

building block description can be used for C-S-H models based on different model crystal structures (14 Å tobermorite,617

11 Å tobermorite, jennite etc.) and can deal with larger scale defects such as stacking faults and surfaces. This makes618

it easier to construct and compare structures without having to analyse and manipulate the full atomic structure.This619
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was illustrated for a model structure taken from the literature.620

We then investigated different defective 14 Å tobermorite based building blocks. We applied both DFT and classical621

MD simulations to calculate structural relaxations and energies. DFT calculations on high defect concentrations show622

structural evolutions consistent with previously reported experiments, at least for Ca
S i ≤ 1.5. Normalising reaction623

energies and plotting them on a ternary diagram additionally allows the comparison of a range of C-S-H building blocks624

and structures. Based on these results, we propose that two new variations should be included for the construction of625

future models, namely the replacement of bridging silicate tetrahedra with calcium and of silicate dimers with hydroxyl626

groups. Also, we find that deprotonated silanol groups are more stable than protonated ones at high Ca/Si ratio, which is627

consistent with experimental results [22, 11]. Many of the defective building blocks studied here have similar energies,628

emphasizing the disordered character of C-S-H, where many different local defects are likely to be distributed randomly629

within the overall structure.630

Finally to emphasize the capabilities of the building block description and based on the insights of the calculations631

on single defective building blocks, an “ad-hoc”-constructed, larger-scale C-S-H example structure is presented and632

discussed. The model has a reasonable energy and both the concentration of protonated silanol groups and the silicate633

chain length distribution is more consistent with experimental measurements compared to the previous models. The634

model includes surfaces and other defects (replacement of bridging silicate tetrahedron with calcium and of a silicate635

dimer with hydroxyl groups) that have not been considered so far in full scale atomistic models. However, further work636

is clearly needed to address the discrepancies on water content and the interlayer distance.637

In summary, the development of the building block description of C-S-H now makes it easier to propose new638

models with relative ease and to compare existing models in much more detail than previously possible. In addition,639

the normalization of the defect energies proposed here and the ternary energy diagrams should make it easier to compare640

the energies of different structures. This will significantly facilitate the choice, construction and improvement of C-S-H641

models for a range of Ca/Si ratios in the near future. We further suggest that this will facilitate discussions of what642

are the characteristics that make C-S-H the material with the very distinctive properties observed experimentally and643

provide a better fundamental understanding in growth mechanisms, mechanical properties and ageing of cementitious644

systems.645
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